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Abstract 
We investigate spin precession (Hanle effect) in the prototypical organic spintronic giant magnetoresistance 
(GMR) device La0.7Sr0.3MnO3(LSMO)/tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)(Alq3)/AlOx/Co. The Hanle effect is not 
observed in measurements taken by sweeping a magnetic field at different angles from the plane of the 
device. As possible explanations we discuss the tilting out of plane of the magnetization of the electrodes, 
exceptionally high mobility or hot spots. Our results call for a greater understanding of spin injection and 




The field of organic spintronics has been the subject of vigorous experimental and theoretical investigation 
since its inception1-9 because of its great scientific appeal and applicative potential.10-12 Although much 
progress has been made in explaining interfacial properties,13-17 progress on the understanding of spin 
transport in the organic medium met greater difficulties.  
Over a short time organic spintronics has put together an impressive record of different phenomena 
observed, such as organic magnetoresistance,18 spin polarization inversion at the organic 
semiconductor/ferromagnetic interface,1 organic tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance19 and 
magnetically modulated memristance,10 
In particular organic giant magnetoresistance (GMR) devices,8, 20-24 in which the thickness of the organic 
layer is too great for tunneling between the electrodes to occur, require spin injection and transport in the 
organic semiconductor.  
All these phenomena involve the measurement of a magnetoresistance (MR), i.e. resistance as a function of 
an applied magnetic field, whether the device involved tunneling across an organic barrier or instead 
injection of carriers in the organic semiconductor.  
MR by itself cannot be considered as proof of spin injection unless the Hanle effect is detected.25 This effect 
is caused by the precession of the spin in the presence of a non collinear magnetic field and can be 
detected by the way it affects the MR. The Hanle effect was measured in spintronic devices with an 
inorganic semiconductor spin transporting channel26-30 and established spin injection in inorganic 
semiconductors on a sure footing. 
Despite the fact that the mechanisms for charge carrier transport in inorganic semiconductors are different 
from those of the organic ones, there are no fundamental reasons to exclude the observation of the Hanle 
effect in the latter. 
In this article we report on the investigation of the Hanle effect on an organic GMR device (figure 1) that 
consists in a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3(LSMO)/tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)(Alq3)/AlOx/Co stack, where Alq3 is the spin 
transporting medium in which spin precession can take place. These devices posses memristive31 
properties, that is, their resistance is dependent on the history of the applied current or voltage;10, 32 in the 
same device, different resistive states posses different GMR. This system has been extensively studied and 
its properties are well known8, 20, 21, 24, 33 and is therefore ideal to investigate the presence of the Hanle 
effect. 
Alq3 is an electron transporting medium, due to the electrons’ higher mobility compared to holes34 and due 
to the energy alignment at the interface.35, 36 In the remainder we will therefore assume that current is only 
carried by electrons.  
Experimental evidence37 demonstrate that when a non collinear magnetic field is applied, spin precession 
must occur in unpaired electrons in organic semiconductors, in particular in Alq3.38 The applied magnetic 
field has to be at least as strong as those intrinsic to the material (e.g. the hyperfine field)2 for the Hanle 
effect to unfold.  
To be best of our knowledge this is the first work on the investigation of the Hanle effect in organic GMR 
devices. 
Results and discussion 
The device, with an active area of 1×1 mm2 and schematically depicted in figure 1 was fabricated by 
depositing the LSMO bottom electrode (20 nm thick) by channel spark ablation (CSA) in O2 at 2×10
-2 mbar 
on a matching SrTiO3 substrate. Alq3 (200 nm) was evaporated from an effusion cell with the substrate kept 
at room temperature in an ultra high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 10-8 mbar. The film was 
amorphous with a roughness of about 1 nm rms. The AlOx barrier (2.5 nm thick) was deposited by CSA in an 
Ar atmosphere at 2×10-2 mbar. Co (20 nm), the top ferromagnetic electrode, was evaporated using an 
electron gun at a base pressure of 10-8 mbar. It must be mentioned that the AlOx tunnel barrier is necessary 
for the top interface to have good morphological and chemical properties.13-15 All measurements in the 
following were taken at 100 K and the MR was measured by applying a bias voltage of -100 mV to the LSMO 
electrode. Care was taken to exclude possible artifacts due to the MR of the electrodes.39 
Depending on the relative orientation of the two magnetic electrodes, the device can be in a high 
resistance state RP (parallel magnetization of the electrodes) or in a low resistance state RAP (antiparallel 
magnetization). When the direction of magnetization of one of the electrodes flips, the MR switches 
abruptly between RP and RAP. The GMR is quantified as the ratio between the difference in resistance of the 
two states and the resistance of the parallel state: 
    
      
  
 
The Hanle effect in spintronic devices can show itself in two ways, depending on how it affects the GMR of 
the device. When spin transport is incoherent, it is usually detected by measuring the depolarizing effect it 
has on a spin polarized current, which in turn causes a decrease of the GMR.28 When instead transport is 
sufficiently coherent, each precession can be observed as an oscillation in the resistance as a function of 
the applied magnetic field.40 In the following, since charge transport in organic semiconductors takes place 
by hopping41 and is therefore highly incoherent, we will look for the former behavior.  
In our experiments the magnetic field was applied at various angles   from the plane of the device (θ=0 
means that the field is applied in plane, as described in figure 1). In this geometry the GMR is proportional 
to: 
     
 





       
                      
      
where L= 200 nm is the thickness of the organic layer, D is the diffusion constant, v is the drift velocity, and 
P is the angular frequency.
42-45 In the case at hand, as we suppose decoherent transport, the integral with 
the          term vanishes and the GMR is proportional to    
  . Measurements were carried out by 
sweeping the magnetic field between -0.3 T and 0.3 T while keeping θ constant. Figure 2 shows the results 
for      . As             no GMR should be observed in this transport regime. Figure 2 instead 
shows two distinct resistances for the electrodes in the parallel (high resistance) and antiparallel (low 
resistance) configuration with a GMR=-6.7%; the full sweep is reported in the inset as well as the MR 
at     . These results show that the Hanle effect is not observed. In the full sweep at       the linear 
MR at higher field can be attributed to the tilting out of plane of the magnetization of the electrodes. 
In order to confirm the absence of the Hanle effect in our measurements, we also measured the GMR as a 
function of   in a different memristive state, with a GMR=-18%.The low resistance state was reached by 
applying a positive voltage pulse to the device. Figure 3 summarizes the results of such experiments, 
carried out with the field applied in plane (    ), at       and      , at which angle the highest 
switching field exceeded the available range. In each curve the resistance has a jump every time the 
coercive field of one of the electrodes is reached. In the antiparallel state of each curve, the resistance 
increases as the magnitude of  the field increases, but this behavior does not fit that expected from a Hanle 
signal. The most important point is that figures 3b) and 3d) show no dependence of the GMR on   apart 
from the switching fields, a fact that is not related to the Hanle effect. 
In these measurements the MR goes between RAP and RP in more than one step. This can be explained if we 
think of the device as a collection of two parallel spintronic sub-devices, as schematically drawn in figures 
3a) for the leftward magnetic field sweep and 3c) for the rightward one. In these two figures the boxes 
represent two parallel spin valves and the arrows show the orientation of the magnetization in each sub-
electrode. In figure 3a) each box corresponds to a resistance level in figure 3b), as indicated by the numbers 
between parentheses. The same holds for figures 3c) and 3d). The peculiar shape of the MR at       is 
explained by the fact that one of the switching fields exceeds the available range and is therefore pinned. 
The switching fields show a        behavior which is due to the magnetization reversal process of the 
electrodes.46  
One obvious reason for the absence of signs of the Hanle effect could be that the magnetization of the 
electrodes is aligned to the applied magnetic field. In this case the spin of the electrons would also be 
aligned to the applied magnetic field and no precession could take place. In order to rule out this 
possibility, we measured the magnetization of a Co on Si/Alq3 (50 nm)/AlOx (2.5 nm) and of a LSMO film by 
SQUID magnetometry. Results are reported in figure 4 for LSMO and in figure 5 for Co. At       and 20 
mT, which is the upper limit of the magnetic field in figure 2, the out-of-plane magnetization of LSMO and 
Co is negligible and can be discounted as the explanation of the observed behavior. 
Another possible explanation would be that we are in the coherent transport regime, but the spins do not 
have the time to precess while they cross the organic layer due to their high velocity. At a field of 20 mT the 
time for a full precession, considering a g factor equal to that of a free electron (which is sufficiently 
accurate for our purposes, see for example Ref.47), is 1.8 ns. With a 10% accuracy, using          
              
       , the electrons would need to take less than 0.13 ns to cross the 200 nm 
thick organic layer, in order for the spin precession to go undetected. With an applied bias of -100 mV, this 
requires a mobility of 30 cm2 V-1 s-1. At 100 K this corresponds to a diffusion constant of 0.27 cm2/s and a 
diffusion time of 1.5 ns. The calculated mobility is more than one order of magnitude greater than the 
highest reported for Alq3 (1 cm2 V-1 s-1).48 If we consider a more realistic figure for mobility of electrons in 
Alq3 (10-6 cm2 V-1 s-1),49 the coherent transport picture is untenable even in the case that the thickness of 
the organic layer were very small in some areas(but still sufficiently thick to prevent direct tunneling across 
Alq3, i.e. thicker than a few monolayers).50 The mobility required would still need to be about 5 orders of 
magnitude greater than the latter figure we reported. For extreme narrowing of the organic layer, 
tunneling could occur across the organic layer.24 In this case the Hanle effect would not be present. On the 
other hand hot spots, in which LSMO contacts directly the AlOx/Co top layers, would give a positive GMR51 
and can be ruled out since this is in contrast to the negative GMR we observed. 
Conclusions 
In this work we investigated the Hanle effect, one of the main outstanding issues in organic spintronics. We 
have investigated it by measuring the GMR of a prototypical organic spintronic device at different angles 
between the device’s plane and the magnetic field and we found no sign of its presence. Although we have 
no definitive explanation for this finding, an exceptionally high mobility (30 cm2 V-1 s-1) would be sufficient 
to justify the present data. All together, these results strongly suggests that the current understanding of 
transport in organic GMR devices is not sufficiently developed to explain the absence of the observation of 
spin precession and supports the framework of transport occurring via high mobility, high conductivity 
channels. 
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 Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the organic GMR device. From top to bottom: Co ferromagnetic top 
electrode (20 nm), AlOx tunnel barrier (2.5 nm), Alq3 spin transporting organic semiconductor layer (200 
nm), La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bottom ferromagnetic electrode (20 nm). The active area is 1×1 mm
2. A current I is 
driven through the device and a voltage V is measured. B is the applied magnetic field, at angle θ with the 
plane of the device. 
  
  
Figure 2: Resistance in the parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) state of the device, with the magnetic field 
applied at angle θ=900 from the plane of the device. The top left inset shows the MR when the field is 
applied in the plane of the device, while the inset to the top right shows the complete MR for θ=900. The 
linear behavior at high field is due to the tilting out of plane of the magnetization of the electrodes. 
  
 Figure 3: MR at θ=0, θ=450 and θ=600 in a different resistive state from that in figure 2. In a) and c) the 
boxes are a schematic representation of the device as the combination of two parallel sub-devices. In each 
box, the arrows indicate the orientations of the magnetization in each sub-electrode. Each sub-electrode 
has a different coercive field. b) Leftward magnetic field sweep. The numbers between the parentheses 
indicate the resistance level, and correspond to the magnetization configuration indicated by the same 
number in a). c) Rightward magnetic field sweep. The numbers between parenthesis have the same 
meaning as above. The unusual look of the MR for θ=600 is due to the fact that one of the switching fields 
exceeds the available range. 
 Figure 4: Hysteresis loops of a LSMO 20 nm thick film obtained by SQUID magnetometry at 100 K. The loop 
with square symbols corresponds to the magnetic field being applied in the plane of the film, the one with 
triangles to the field at θ=450 with the plane, and the circles to the field at θ=900. At θ=900 and 20 mT the 
magnetization of the film is tilted out of plane by about 6%. 
  
 Figure 5: Hysteresis loops for a 20 nm thick Co film grown on a AlOx(2.5 nm)/Alq3 (50 nm)/Si, measured in a 
SQUID magnetometer at 100 K. The magnetic field was applied at θ=0 (squares), θ=450 (triangles) and θ=900 
(circles) from the plane of the device. At θ=900 and 20 mT the magnetization is tilted out of plane by 1%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
